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We asked you: “What do you want to know 
about sexuality and identity?”
In response, you asked us: “Is there an asexual 
population on Campus? If so, what have their expe-
riences been like?”
“Yes, there’s definitely an asexual population on 
campus,” said Trinity Dearborn, vice president of 
the Pride Alliance and Asexual Aromantic Alliance. 
“I see them in my daily life, they live on my floor.”
The term asexual is defined as “a person who 
is not sexually attracted to anyone,” according to 
a PDF on the Center for LGBTQIA+ Student 
Success website. “In its broadest sense, asexuality is 
the lack of sexual attraction and the lack of interest 
in and desire for sex. However, some asexual people 
might experience emotional attraction or other 
non-sexual attractions.”
The term aromantic, which many people may 
confuse with asexual, is defined “as not experienc-
ing romantic attraction to anyone,” according to 
GLAAD.
A study conducted by Anthony Bogaert, a psy-
chologist and human sexuality expert at Brock 
University in St. Catherines, Ontario found that 1 
in every 100 adults identifies on the asexual spec-
trum in some way.
From sources contacted, the overall asexual aro-
mantic experience at Iowa State is good but parts 
as worrisome and not as widely viewed as other 
LGBTQIA+ identities.
“I love the [asexual aromantic] community, we 
all have this bonded connection,” Dearborn said.
Kathryn Kananen, president of Asexual 
Aromantic Alliance, said because the asexual aro-
mantic community is not very vocal they may be 
overlooked compared to identities such as gay and 
lesbian.
“Within the LGBTQIA+ community, there 
is this hierarchy ladder that happens. and in my 
opinion [the asexual aromantic community] 
Presidential candidate Austin 
Graber and vice presidential can-
didate Vishesh Bhatia talked about 
their plans to expand Destination 
Iowa State, reach more of the stu-
dent body and continue work on 
the Tree of Oppression.
The Graber-Bhatia campaign 
– “Elevate. Educate. Connect.” – 
intends to hold fireside chats and 
and “reverse town halls” through-
out the school year, if elected. 
They said their hope is to learn 
more about what students and 
student organizations want from 
Student Government by taking 
a more active role than previous 
administrations.
Graber and Bhatia, both Cyclone 
Aides, have already begun talks 
with the organizers of Destination 
Iowa State to include more infor-
mation on mental health. 
Throughout their campaign, the 
two have emphasized the impor-
tance of mental health education 
as students enter college.
Graber and Bhatia also spoke 
about the importance of the Tree 
of Oppression and building on 
their predecessors’ work to recog-
nize students with marginalized 
identities. 
After the tree received negative 
feedback in a Student Government 
survey, the pair said they hope to 
further educate students about the 
tree’s purpose.
The podcast featuring Graber 
and Bhatia can be found on the 
Daily’s website, as well as podcasts 
featuring the other two executive 
slates: Benjamin Whittington and 
Annaliessa Michelotti; and Cody 
Woodruff and Analese Hauber.
Student Government elections 
will take place March 12 and 13, 
and students can vote online at 
vote.iastate.edu.
BY EMILY.BERCH
@iowastatedaily.com
Meet the 
presidential 
candidate 
KENNEDY DERAEDT/ ISD
Presidential candidate Austin 
Graber answers a question. Graber’s 
campaign is “Elevate. Educate. 
Connect.” 
BY LOGAN.METZGER
@iowastatedaily.com
Exploring the Ames asexual community
INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY
Every year on March 8th, the world 
pays homage to the women who have 
paved the way for gender equality and 
those who are making a difference today. 
Women across the globe have long 
fought for social, economic, cultural and 
political equality. These social movements 
have contributed to the advancement of 
women in society, and International 
Women’s Day is a time to celebrate that.
“A balanced world is a better world,” 
according to the Organization for 
International Women’s Day. “How can 
you help forge a more gender-balanced 
world? Celebrate women’s achievement. 
Raise awareness against bias. Take action 
for equality.”
International Women’s Day emerged 
from the American Socialist Party in 
1909. Clara Zetkin, a member of the 
Socialist Party in Germany, proposed 
that the day become a worldwide cele-
bration. The suggestion was unanimously 
approved and in 1913, International 
Women’s Day was declared universally 
as March 8th every year in every country.
Iowa State is doing its part to cele-
brate International Women’s Day as well. 
University President Wendy Wintersteen 
offered her experience as a woman in the 
STEM field Monday. In addition, on 
Wednesday, the campus held Women’s 
Empowerment night, which featured a 
panel of women who shared their expe-
riences as females in the professional 
workplace.
Beate Schmittmann is the dean of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and has 
first-hand experience as a female in the 
workplace. Schmittman is originally from 
Germany but found her way to Iowa 
State for what she calls a chance to make 
a greater impact.
“I wanted to make a difference on 
a larger scale, so I accepted a position 
at Iowa State,” Schmittmann said. “At 
Iowa State, I feel I have the respon-
sibility to represent everyone, provide 
everyone with equal opportunities for 
advancement and an equal salary, and 
to be an advocate for everyone. Every 
student deserves to receive appropriate 
mentoring.”
Schmittmann knows the importance 
of representation and equality first hand, 
she said.
“I spent a large portion of my career as 
a woman in physics,” Schmittmann said. 
“I was in the underrepresented group. 
When you look around, and no one looks 
BY MACY.OTT
@iowastatedaily.com
ALISON DONAGHY AND ALYSSA GARIN/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Celebrating 
women’s equality 
around the world
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Sudoku 
by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column 
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains 
every digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, 
visit www.sudoku.org.uk
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Jackson Cleaning Service
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POLICE BLOTTER
CALENDAR
3.6.19 
Officers responded to a report of an individual in 
an unauthorized area of Parks Library (reported at 
5:40 p.m.). 
An officer checked on the welfare of an individual 
at Barton Hall (reported at 11:46 p.m.). 
3.8.19 
Conference: Canadian-American Re-
lations in the Era of Nationalism and 
Populism, Pioneer Room, Memorial Union 
at 8 a.m. A conference analyzing the eco-
nomic and political relationship between two 
important allies -- and a look at the road ahead 
-- is both timely and appropriate in this era of 
global uncertainty. Open to the public. A March 
7 lecture (7 p.m., MU Sun Room), “Canada-U.S. 
Relations: Still Friends, Partners and Allies?” by 
Colin Robertson, precedes the conference.
Quality Matters Learning Community, 
2030 Morrill at 10:30 a.m. The Quality Matters 
(QM) Learning Community is designed to help 
you improve your courses using the Quality 
Matters Standards. Members will have oppor-
tunities to hear about ways to meet the QM 
standards, as well as discussing best practices, 
experiences, and solutions to course design 
problems.
Friday Research Seminar: Skin Deep: 
Explorations of a Metalsmith, 130 Design 
at 12:10  p.m.Joe Muench, professor of art and 
visual culture (jewelry/metalsmithing), will 
speak about his experiences as the designer 
and creator of hand-formed and fabricated 
metal sculpture and objects that reveal the 
relationships between art, science, engineering 
and the human experience. Part of the IDRO 
Friday Research Seminar Series.
Guest Speaker: Nicole Allen, SPARC, 405 
Parks Library at 1 p.m. Nicole Allen, Direc-
tor of Open Education for SPARC (Scholarly 
Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition), 
will speak to the Iowa Regent’s universities 
about her experience with open educational 
resources (OER) for Open Education Week. 
Nicole is an internationally recognized expert 
in the movement for Open Education and has 
been working to further support the use of 
open textbooks since her own undergraduate 
education more than a decade ago.
Cyclone Cinema: Aquaman, Carver Hall 
101 at 7 p.m. Aquaman is a PG-13 fantasy/sci-
ence fiction movie rated 3 stars. Power-hungry 
King Orm rules over Atlantis. Standing in his 
way is Aquaman, Orm’s half-human, half-Atlan-
tean brother and true heir to the throne. Watch 
Aquaman find his destiny. Refreshments and 
snacks available at extra charge.
All events courtesy of event.iastate.edu.
 Escaping the snow
A squirrel sits on a tree branch during the snowfall Thursday. In February 2019, Ames 
received 23.3 inches of snow, according to Iowa State Weather.
FEATURE PHOTO
KENNEDY DERAEDT/ IOWA STATE DAILY
The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments 
and suggestions or complaints about errors 
that warrant correction. 
To submit a correction, please contact our 
editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
20 1954 Luis Buñuel film
22 Eur.’s ocean
23 Diva quality
24 Smallish cells
25 “__ Love”: Natalie Cole hit
26 Lamarr of Hollywood
28 Harrison colleague
30 Sluglike “Star Wars” alien
31 Map corner item, maybe
33 Cross-referencing words
35 1974 Lina Wertmüller film
38 Rat Pack leader
40 Pizza order
44 Start for sphere
45 Moved, as a trireme
48 Aussie flock
49 Benchmark: Abbr.
50 “For shame!”
51 Portuguese royal
53 PGA money winner, e.g.
54 1963 Peter Brook film
58 Unwanted import from the East?
59 Words that may precede weeping?
61 Word with blue or bean
62 Neurologist’s test, briefly
63 Temper
64 Covers the gray, say
65 Tokyo, long ago
66 They raise dough
1 Festoons with certain tissue, for 
short
2 Give courage to
3 Swathes
4 Attempt
5 Spine-tingling
6 Baby carriers
7 Hunter’s garb, for short
8 Clearing
9 A.L. Rookie of the Year after Tom-
mie Agee
10 Rights protection gp.
11 Has a date
12 On the way
13 With 44-Down, setting for 20-, 35- 
and 54-Across
19 TV’s Oz and Gupta
21 Barstool topper
22 Yellowfin tuna
27 Like no-nonsense questions
29 “When You Wish Upon __”
30 Big name in games
32 Bygone Delta rival
34 “Illmatic” rapper
36 Cajun crawfish dish
37 Went on and on
38 In a manner of speaking
39 Ready to go forward
41 Blocks
42 Attack with profanity
43 That, in Tabasco
44 See 13-Down
46 Before, to a bard
47 Offset, as costs
50 It may be gross
52 “The L Word” producer Chaiken
55 Woody Allen’s “Radio __”
56 Science fiction prize
57 Collector’s suffix
60 D.C. United’s org.
Crossword
1 Works by future doctors
7 One of two N.T. books
10 Mellowed, perhaps
14 24/7 Rollerball maker
15 Address for a PFC
16 Traffic controller
17 African adventure
18 Buttinskies
Down
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Front page weather courtesy of the American Meteorological Society.
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Iowa State supply chain man-
agement students are preparing 
to spend spring break following a 
product from Target in Ames all 
the way back to China. 
The course that takes students 
on the trip, SCM 491, began in 
2013 and is led by Associate Dean 
Scott Grawe and professor Haozhe 
Chen.
Students who enrol l  in this 
course meet a few times through-
out the semester to prepare for a 
spring break abroad following the 
supply chain of a product back to 
where it started in China.
This year the students will be 
following furniture from the Target 
store in Ames to warehouses and 
distribution centers in Cedar Falls 
and California, and finally back to 
a factory in Shanghai. Along the 
way, students are asking questions 
and working on case questions to 
solve real problems for Target.
“We wanted to put together a 
study abroad trip that was more 
than just a tour of the culture,” 
Grawe said. “While that is inter-
esting, it doesn’t necessarily help 
students think through the prob-
lem solving they need to have when 
doing business across international 
borders.”
A few weeks af ter  s tudents 
return from China, they will take 
a trip to Target’s corporate head-
quarters in Minneapolis to present 
their findings in front of senior 
leadership.
Haley Ruegemer, a senior in 
supply chain management, is one 
of the students that took part in 
the program during the spring 
break of 2017.
“The whole thing was really eye 
opening,” Ruegemer said. “Being 
able to see the ports both domes-
tically and abroad was a really cool 
experience. 
Most people aren’t allowed to 
go on the port where they’re load-
ing and unloading cargo ships, so 
being able to see that up close and 
personal was really amazing.”
Grawe said students who go on 
this trip are getting a chance to see 
something that few people ever 
get to see.
“We’re taking twenty students 
and visiting the entire supply chain 
for a particular product, even most 
employees at Target never get a 
chance to see all that,” Grawe said.
Prior to getting his doctorate, 
Grawe worked at Target headquar-
ters managing supply chain opera-
tions. After coming to Iowa State, 
Grawe wanted to give students a 
new unique opportunity.
“After I got here to Iowa State 
I spent some time with my old 
boss at Target talking about how 
can we get our students in Iowa 
exposure to supply chain opera-
tions on the coasts and overseas 
and get a chance to see some of 
the things that I saw working for 
Target, and so we put this program 
together,” Grawe said. “Target pro-
vided access to the facilities that 
we needed access to, but we essen-
tially just created a new course that 
traced the supply chain backwards 
from the store here in Ames all the 
way the factory in China.”
COURTESY OF SCOTT GRAWE
Iowa State students tour a Shanghai port as part of a supply chain course.
BY JARED.COADY
@iowastatedaily.com
Supply chain students to visit Shanghai
African-American students began singing 
the lyrics to “Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing” as their 
way to object to what was being said by white 
nationalist Nicholas Fuentes — the speaker they 
came to protest.
The song has been considered as the “Black 
National Anthem,” adopted by the NAACP 
in 1919.
Other students continued heckling as Fuentes 
stood on a half wall in front of the Hub near 
Central Campus Wednesday night, addressing 
the crowd that amassed around him.
Fuentes had planned his first college speech 
to be on immigration, with the message having 
been originally intended for college Republicans.
“Hey, chill out, your racism is showing!” a stu-
dent yelled as Fuentes spoke.
“Hey hey, ho ho, the white supremacist has got 
to go!” another group of students yelled in unison 
toward the back of the crowd.
An hour before more than 50 students gath-
ered outside in the brisk cold near the “free 
speech zone,” about 50 students gathered in 
Carver Hall Room 205 ready to encounter 
Fuentes — the original meeting location.
Ariana Voorhis, senior in industrial technology 
and Iowa State NAACP chapter president, said 
she was informed through a phone call about the 
counter protest to Fuentes only minutes before 
the original start time.
“I don’t think [Fuentes] should be here,” 
Voorhis said. “I don’t know what he is here to 
preach about, or what was happening but [some-
one said] we’re here and we are protesting him 
in this room.”
Voorhis said she believed it was important to 
be in attendance to support the black community.
“I feel like they are begging for an answer and 
I feel like [Fuentes and his supporters] are look-
ing for us to do something,” Voorhis said. “For 
us to come together and do something would 
ultimately impact their voice and what they’re 
doing.”
Ashton Ayers, junior in political science and 
political director for College Democrats, said he 
immediately started reaching out to different 
organizations after reading about Fuentes’ visit 
to campus in the Daily article published early 
Wednesday morning.
“This was organized on phenomenally short 
notice and shows the strong view of Iowa State,” 
Ayers said. “It shows we don’t tolerate racism, 
bigotry and hatred against minorities.”
Jonathan Hall, sophomore in civil engineer-
ing and the National Panhellenic liaison for the 
Black Student Alliance, said there was repre-
sentation from the NAACP, BSA and NPHC 
to protest.
Hall said a flyer for the protest was given 
out around noon on Wednesday and members 
decided to rally.. As he read more into Fuentes’ 
ideologies, Hall said he realized he did not sup-
port the messaging from Fuentes.
“In NPHC, we work hard to ensure our com-
munity we serve, whether it is black or brown or 
any other kind of marginalized community, are 
seen as equals in everyone’s eyes,” he said.
As people filled the room, many grew antsy 
waiting for Fuentes’ arrival.
Alexis Holmes, BSA member, said it was 
important to have some type of dialogue as those 
in attendance waited for Fuentes’ arrival.
She and College Republican member Anthony 
Labruna attempted to start a dialogue for about 10 
minutes, before Labruna announced the location 
of Fuentes on campus — East Hall Room 211.
After nearly an hour wait in Carver, students 
rushed across campus to encounter Fuentes in 
person.
Before long, Fuentes was moved out of the 
building by ISU police because he did not have 
a proper reservation for the room.
Throughout his speech, Fuentes referred to 
African Americans as “blacks,” which Holmes 
said reflected strong levels of ignorance.
Preston Burris, senior in communication stud-
ies, called Fuentes’ language racist.
Daniel Einstein, a freshman in pre-business, 
said he thought Fuentes was trying to bait a reac-
tion from students.
“In truth when I heard that, I thought people 
were trying to find a way to be offended,” 
Einstein said. “I felt like [Fuentes] was trying to 
coax a reaction so they could criticize him and 
then he could be like ‘well what about Black 
Lives Matter?”
In uproar, students of color shouted, correcting 
Fuentes’ language.
Holmes said Fuentes’ sarcastic response to the 
black students demands was a slap-in-the-face 
to most African American students.
“Why did you say it like that?” an African-
American student yelled at Fuentes.
Standing within the growing crowd, Daniel 
Kriva, freshman in civil engineering and self-pro-
claimed vice president for the unrecognized 
Turning Point USA at Iowa State chapter, 
believed the protesters in attendance just gave 
Fuentes a platform.
“If all the protesters were in an agreement to 
not show up, there would only be supporters of 
this,” Kriva said. “If one reporter took a picture 
of that and spread it, it would make him not look 
like a good speaker and it would eventually make 
his views die out.”
Kriva said that while he did believe Fuentes 
may have had a bad speech to deliver, he still had 
a right to speak on it on campus grounds.
Eisenstein said he decided to attend after he 
was invited by his friends in College Republicans 
and does not associate with the organization.
Eisenstein said the only reason people knew 
about Fuentes coming to campus was through 
the Daily’s article about him coming.
Burris said Fuentes should not have been able 
to speak on campus.
However, Eisenstein disagreed with Burris.
“I don’t agree with what he says but I will fight 
to the death for his right to say what he wants to 
say,” Eisenstein said.
ISU students protest hate
BY WHITNEY.MASON
@iowastatedaily.com
Counter 
protesters 
gather against 
Fuentes
SARAH HENRY/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State students gather at the “free speech zone” outside Parks Library to protest Nicholas 
Fuentes on Wednesday.
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This year’s theme for International 
Women’s Day is #BalanceforBetter.
The idea behind it is to see balance as 
more than “women’s issue” but as a busi-
ness issue.
“The race is on for the gender-bal-
anced boardroom, a gender-balanced 
government, gender-balanced media 
coverage, a gender-balance of employ-
ees, more gender-balance in wealth, gen-
der-balanced sports coverage,” according 
to the International Women’s Day website. 
“Gender balance is essential for economies 
and communities to thrive.”
So, in 2019, what is the state of women? 
It’s a heavy question.
In many ways, women are excelling. They 
make up nearly a quarter of the United 
States Congress — 127 out of the 535 
members, the most women in history to 
be elected to public office.
This is in comparison to 1917 — the 
65th Congress — in which Jeannette 
Rankin became the first woman to serve in 
the U.S. House of Representatives.
But the equality of women cannot be 
measured just by their growing represen-
tation in elected office, but in the work-
place, in the home and from a cultural and 
socioeconomic standpoint.
To that effect, women of color and 
women in the LGBTQIA+ community, 
as well as trans women of color, are still 
fighting for fundamental human rights.
More than 7,000 hate crimes were 
reported in 2017 in the United States 
— 1,130 based on the basis of sexual ori-
entation and 119 affiliated with gender 
identity, according to the Human Rights 
Campaign.
Women also still make less than their 
male counterparts.
In comparison to white men, white 
women make 77 cents to their dollar, 
black women make 61 cents and Latina 
women make just 53 percent, according to 
the American Association of University 
Women.
Many women are perceived as lesser 
than, or as if their achievements or pleasure 
should be sidelined because of they sex they 
were born with.
Many girls and women today still live 
with the fear — and consequences — of 
female genital mutilation, FGM. According 
to the World Health Organization, more 
than 3 million girls are estimated to be at 
risk for FGM on an annual basis.
“More than 200 million girls and women 
alive today have been cut in 30 countries in 
Africa, the Middle East and Asia where 
FGM is concentrated,” writes the World 
Health Organization.
Additionally, many women are still pro-
hibited from obtaining an education.
In a report on “Today’s challenges 
for girls’ education” by the Brookings 
Institution, there are about 80 countries 
where progress on girls’ education has 
stalled in not meeting the Millennium 
Development Goals.
“They are stuck in an education bog—
still struggling to enroll all girls and boys 
in primary school and close the gender 
gaps between boys and girls at both the 
primary and secondary levels,” according 
to the report. “There are an additional 30 
countries that have successfully enrolled 
girls and boys in primary and secondary 
education but are trapped in low-quality 
learning.”
Educated, healthy and successful women 
is good for the economy. It is good for 
women and it is good for equality. But even 
in 2019, there’s still a long way to go and 
the heavy lifting should not fall solely on 
the shoulders of women.
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL
Women’s equality 
has a long way to go
How did Fuentes 
get to Iowa State?
COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES
OThe ISD Editorial Board argues that women’s equality is far from perfect and has a long way to go.
In the bitter cold of Wednesday night, Nick Fuentes spoke, 
and at times yelled, to a crowd of Iowa State students crowded 
outside of Parks Library in the “free speech zone.”
Fuentes, the 20-year-old self-identified white nationalist, 
isn’t well known — unless of course his ideologies are simi-
lar to your own. A quick internet search reveals only his own 
America First YouTube channel and podcast, as well as his 
personal website.
Almost instantly, one can tell Fuentes is inflammatory, 
derogatory and hateful.
So how did Fuentes get invited to speak at Iowa State when 
neither College Republicans nor Turning Point USA, two 
groups whose names have been associated with the event but 
disaffiliated from Fuentes in interviews, hosted him?
No one is really sure, which is as confusing as it is encourag-
ing. Either someone on campus invited him but doesn’t want 
to be associated with him, or no one invited him.
Fuentes originally tried to speak in a classroom, but learned 
quickly that a student organization needed to host him as well 
as reserve a room if he wanted to speak on campus. So after 
being removed from a classroom by campus police, Fuentes 
went to the only spot he could: “the free speech zone.”
For nearly an hour, Fuentes cited statistics of which he 
lacked data. He alluded to a “white” America and tried to link 
people of color with Democratic cities economically struggling. 
Fuentes yelled derogatory terms at protestors, who oftentimes 
silenced the crowd to allow Fuentes to speak.
So what should Iowa State make of all this?
One, a self-proclaimed white nationalist came to campus 
last night to share his opinion.
Two, no one outright hosted him due to the fact that the 
person or group who invited him doesn’t want their name asso-
ciated with his presence on our campus.
Three, Nick Fuentes got exactly what he wanted and maybe 
even more. His first trip to speak at a college campus was sup-
posed to be “hush-hush” and to be heard only small group of 
people. Was he hoping that his speech would be shut down 
by campus administrators so that he could claim “controlled 
free speech?”
All in all, the Fuentes speech had an opportunity to be pro-
ductive. Not because Fuentes came and spoke, but because 
anticipation of his visit to groups together that would otherwise 
have polarizing perspectives.
While students waited in Carver 205 for Fuentes, some to 
protest and some to listen, they started having a dialogue that 
sought to understand where the other side was coming from.
It was productive, it was meaningful and it was impactful — 
if only for the 10 minutes that it lasted.
The ISD Editorial Board condems white nationalism. It con-
demns the guise of speech to spew hate on campus. However, 
we commend the activism and courage displayed Wednesday 
night to attempt a middle ground — it was truly the First 
Amendment being acted upon as it should be.
KATLYN CAMPBELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Nicholas Fuentes addresses the public with a prepared 
speech.
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On Wednesday, March 6th, Iowa 
State Student Government voted to 
rescind support of Iowa Senate File 
274 and House File 316. This bill was 
focused around free speech on college 
campuses in the State of Iowa.
I am currently serving as a College 
of Engineering Senator in Student 
Government. I unfortunately was 
not able to attend the full meeting 
on Wednesday evening. However, 
I was able to hear the arguments 
during open forum on Wednesday 
and the previous Wednesday about 
how this bill was an endorsement of 
discrimination.
I come to a different conclusion on 
Section 3.3 (the section that would 
allow for clubs on campus to set 
their own parameters for leadership 
in their organization) of the Free 
Speech bill currently in the Iowa 
Legislature than many of peers do 
for reasons that I explained in the 
Student Government Senate meeting 
on Wednesday, February 28th. I still 
believe personally that the full legis-
lation should be supported. However, 
had I been in attendance Wednesday, 
I would have voted in favor of rescind-
ing support for Section 3.3 because 
that is what my constituents wanted.
What I would not have voted 
in favor of is the full rescinding of 
support for Iowa Senate File 274 
and House File 316. I believe that 
it is dangerous for any institution of 
higher learning to not fully endorse 
free speech on its campus.
I hear the arguments about there 
already being free speech on campus 
and that this bill does nothing. To 
that I ask, why didn’t we support it 
then? Reaffirming our commitment 
to free speech is something that we as 
a student body should be doing every 
single day. Open and honest debate is 
the only way that society has ever been 
moved forward. It is the true bedrock 
of our constitutional republic.
I hear the arguments about how 
this can open the door for hate speech 
on our campus. To this point I ask, 
hate speech defined by whom? We all 
know that there are hateful people in 
this world, and we all as decent people 
believe that these individuals should 
be condemned. However, hate speech 
has no formal definition. Where does 
the line get drawn? Who has the 
power to draw that line? Since we 
cannot answer these questions effec-
tively, free speech of all kinds is pro-
tected. We all might believe that this is 
not the ideal solution, but it is the best 
solution that we have for protecting 
the rights of all, at all times, equally.
The best way to approach hor-
rendous ideas is with better ideas, 
not with attempts to silence them. 
Silencing doesn’t change minds. It 
only deepens hate. I would rather 
openly know the people I need to 
defeat in intellectual battle than have 
those people living in the shadows. 
Hateful people need to be exposed 
and made to defend their ideology, 
because the only time hate speech 
wins is when the other side is not 
allowed to combat it with their own 
speech.
Wednesday night, Nicholas Fuentes 
spoke in the free speech zone near the 
tree of oppression. In my opinion, 
Fuentes represents the worst of ideas 
out there, that the color of your skin 
matters when it comes to being a pro-
ductive member of society in a creedal 
nation like the United States. Many 
other students agreed with me, and 
by the Daily’s own reporting, more 
protestors were at the event than sup-
porters. The good ideas won out, and 
I can guarantee that more good than 
bad will come from this event because 
we as a society rally when we believe 
injustice is being done.
Free speech works when we allow it 
free reign. The Iowa State Community 
would do well to remember that.
After what transpired outside Parks 
Library Wednesday night, there are some 
interesting takeaways from the Nick Fuentes 
fiasco to reflect on.
It is interesting to consider that, had the 
Iowa State Daily not ran a front-page story 
about Fuentes’ potential visit to campus, 
the turnout for the event would have been 
miniscule.
The majority of attendees Wednesday 
were protestors and activists who were there 
to counter Fuentes. Another portion were 
spectators who were simply curious to watch 
events unfold.
Had the Daily not provided Fuentes with 
free coverage, the number of attendees would 
have been reduced almost entirely. Most 
of the Iowa State community (including 
myself ) had never heard of Fuentes until 
Wednesday morning. Now, thanks to two 
front-page stories and extensive twitter cov-
erage, he gained a good deal of notoriety.
Fuentes is a charlatan who thrives off 
attention and the provocation of outrage, 
both of which he achieved Wednesday 
thanks to the coverage by Iowa State Daily 
reporters Alex Connor, Emily Berch, K. 
Rambo and others. As journalists who have 
been outspoken in their opposition of alt-
right beliefs (and rightfully so), they unwit-
tingly assisted Fuentes by providing him 
with the attention he craves.
If the Iowa State Daily had simply ignored 
this irrelevant provocateur, the protestors 
and the curious attendees would not have 
been present, and Fuentes would have been 
speaking in front of less than a handful of 
people. Instead, Fuentes gained a signifi-
cantly larger audience, received a wave of 
coverage for his speech, and now gets to 
run with the narrative that he was harassed 
by protestors and pilloried by the school 
newspaper.
There does appear to be one major bright 
point from Wednesday night’s events: the 
dialogue started by Alexis Holmes and 
Anthony Labruna. Finding common ground 
through good-faith discussions about tough 
issues is something that our campus needs 
more of. There is far too much demonization 
of the opposing side and too little productive 
conversation.
Hopefully this moment can serve as a 
starting point towards a healthy dialogue 
between disagreeing groups.
Sharing a mutual opposition to alt-
right nationalist ideas will hopefully show 
groups l ike the Col lege Republ icans, 
the Black Student Alliance, the College 
Democrats and the Democratic Socialists 
of America that they have more in common 
than they realized. I hope they use this as 
an opportunity to start a dialogue and not 
for petty fighting over who is to blame for 
Fuentes’ visit.
Don’t give Fuentes attention
KATLYN CAMPBELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Nicholas Fuentes addresses the public with a prepared speech followed by a Q&A at the Free Speech Zone at Iowa State University on Wednesday.
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Michael Tupper attends the Student Government meeting on Aug. 23, 2017.
BY MICHAEL TUPPER
mtupper@iastate.edu
BY  JOHN WILKIN
jpwilkin@iastate.edu
Free speech should be fully endorsed by ISU
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Just when it seemed like things 
couldn’t get any worse for the 
Iowa State men’s basketball team, 
Wednesday’s 90-75 loss against 
West Virginia took the Cyclones to 
a new level of misery.
Redshirt senior guard Marial 
Shayok was out with a foot injury, 
redshirt junior forward Michael 
Jacobson got a technical foul for a 
skirmish early in the second half 
and the Mountaineers shot lights 
out from 3-point range in the first 
20 minutes.
This loss might be rock bottom for 
the 2018-19 Cyclones.
A BAD LOSS TO A BAD TEAM
The Mounta ineers  entered 
Wednesday’s game with a record 
of 11-18 and a 3-13 record in Big 
12 play.
Yet, they waxed Iowa State 
Wednesday, taking control of the 
game early on and not letting the 
Cyclones get within 10 points until 
late in the second half.
West Virginia hit 11 threes, the 
second-straight game that Iowa 
State has allowed its opponent to 
hit 10-plus shots from deep. The 
Cyclones’ defense, once considered a 
relative strength, has collapsed since 
the calendar turned to February.
The Mountaineers also out-re-
bounded Iowa State 44-34 and 
out-shot Iowa State, shooting 47.8 
percent from the floor.
ISSUES SPILL ONTO COURT
Iowa State has looked disjointed 
for a while on the basketball court, 
especially during the team’s recent 
slide. The frustrations boiled over on 
Wednesday, with multiple instances 
of Cyclone players getting animated 
with each other in the huddle and 
on the court.
In one instance, freshman guard 
Talen Horton-Tucker and Jacobson 
had to be separated after getting into 
a shoving and yelling match at the 
free throw line.
With the team seemingly in freef-
all on the court, this may not have 
been the optics the Cyclones were 
hoping for from Wednesday’s game.
But it is a telling look into the 
team’s psyche at the moment. With 
the Big 12 Tournament and the 
NCAA Tournament fast approach-
ing, the Cyclones are almost out of 
time to regroup.
The Big 12 Championships begin Saturday 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the Iowa State 
wrestling team has had a couple of weeks 
to prepare.
Coming off of two losses, coach Kevin 
Dresser’s team is in the middle of their worst 
skid of the season.
With that being said, the allocations are 
out, and Iowa State has a lot of wrestlers in 
prime positions to secure an automatic bid 
for the NCAA Championships.
133 POUNDS
Iowa State wrestler: Austin Gomez
Big 12 allocations: 5
Seed: 2
Redshirt freshman Austin Gomez is in a 
much safer position than Mackall in that he 
has some wiggle room.
All Gomez has to do is keep from collaps-
ing and he will automatically qualify for the 
NCAA Championships, although this is no 
easy task as the field is exceptional.
He is also starting in the second round of 
the bracket thanks to a first-round bye.
Gomez has a legitimate shot at grabbing 
first on the podium. In his two matches 
against No. 1 Daron Dix from Oklahoma 
State this season, Gomez lost two close bat-
tles by 6-3 decision and by 5-4 decision.
Gomez hasn’t lost to anyone else in the 
tournament, and besides a win by 8-6 deci-
sion over No. 5 Cameron Sykora of North 
Dakota State, none of his matches have 
been close.
149 POUNDS
Iowa State wrestler: Jarrett Degen
Big 12 allocations: 7
Seed: 3
The only NCAA qualifier on last season’s 
Cyclone roster was redshirt sophomore 
Jarrett Degen, and with seven allocations, 
he’ll likely be back.
The two wrestlers that are seeded ahead 
of Degen are No. 1 Kaden Gfeller out of 
Oklahoma State who he hasn’t seen yet this 
season, and No. 2 Max Thomsen of Northern 
Iowa who he just lost a close match to by 
7-5 decision.
A notable loss among the class for Degen 
is No. 6 Davion Jeffries of Oklahoma who 
defeated Degen by 12-5 decision back on 
Jan. 25. Degen, who has a 12-2 dual record on 
the season, will also receive a first-round bye.
157 POUNDS
Iowa State wrestler: Chase Straw
Big 12 allocations: 1
Seed: 3
Redshirt junior Chase Straw has had an 
up and down season.
Fortunately for him, the Big 12 has been 
weak this year at this weight class, which 
gives him an outside shot at making the 
NCAA Championships.
There’s only one problem: he has to finish 
first in the conference.
The top-seeded competitor is Oklahoma’s 
Justin Thomas who is also the only nation-
ally ranked wrestler in the conference at 157 
pounds.
Straw and Thomas met once this year, and 
Thomas came out on top by 9-7 decision.
No. 2 Jacob Wright of Fresno State also 
beat Straw earlier in the season with this 
decision being even closer at 5-4.
Since Straw has a legitimate shot to win 
the tournament with the field presented, 
expect a lot of eyes to be on this bracket.
184 POUNDS
Iowa State wrestler: Samuel Colbray
Big 12 allocations: 5
Seed: 1
Redshirt sophomore Samuel Colbray 
moved down to 184 pounds this year and the 
move has sparked a coming out party for him.
Colbray finished up the season with a 13-1 
dual record, with his only loss coming to 
Oklahoma State’s Jacobe Smith who moved 
down a weight to 174 pounds.
Because of this, Colbray earned the first 
seed in the tournament and has a shot to 
give himself a great position in the NCAA 
Tournament.
His toughest competition will be No.2 
Drew Foster of Northern Iowa, who he beat 
recently by 8-5 decision.
Some other notable competition is No. 3 
Dakota Geer who wrestled at 197-pounds 
against redshirt senior Willie Miklus for 
the Cyclones earlier this season and lost by 
9-6 decision.
No. 5 Jackson Hemauer of Fresno State 
is someone that Colbray was barely able to 
squeak by with a win by 8-7 decision.
197 POUNDS
Iowa State wrestler: Willie Miklus
Big 12 allocations: 7
Seed: 2
Tragedy struck Miklus and his family ear-
lier this week as his father Garry Miklus died 
on Monday. Miklus has had an outstanding 
season after transferring from Missouri to be 
closer to his father.
From a wrestling standpoint, Miklus has 
never been better and is coming into the Big 
12 tournament at 197 pounds with some big 
late-season wins.
No. 1 Preston Weigel of Oklahoma State 
comes into the tournament as the top seed 
despite wrestling in just four dual matches.
These four were quite impressive though, 
as he took down Iowa’s star freshman Jacob 
Warner as well as Missouri’s Wyatt Koelling.
No. 3 Josh Hokit of Fresno State is the 
only one in the bracket to have beaten Miklus 
earlier in the season.
HEAVYWEIGHT
Iowa State wrestler: Gannon Gremmel
Big 12 allocations: 6
Seed: 3
Redshirt sophomore Gannon Gremmel 
has had a solid season that landed him the 
third seed in the Big 12 Tournament at 
heavyweight.
No. 1 Derek White out of Oklahoma 
State is the heavy favorite to take home first 
in the tournament, but after that, it’s pretty 
up in the air.
Gremmel defeated No. 2 AJ Neville ear-
lier in the season by 6-5 decision and dom-
inated No. 4 Tate Orndorff of Utah Valley 
with a pin.
No. 6 Carter Isley however, came away 
with a win over Gremmel in overtime by 
2-0 decision.
No one else in the tournament has beaten 
Gremmel, so his chances of making the 
NCAA tournament is a pretty safe bet.
He’ll be hoping to improve his seed as he 
likely advances to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
MIKINNA KERNS/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Redshirt junior Chase Straw gets a takedown against redshirt freshman Spencer Heywood 
during the first match of the Iowa State vs. Utah Valley dual meet Feb. 3 in Hilton Coliseum. 
Straw won by major decision 4-0 and the Cyclones defeated the Wolverines 53-0.
CHRIS JORGENSEN/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State sophomore Lindell Wigginton celebrates with teammate Nick 
Weiler-Babb after Marial Shayok makes a shot and a foul against Baylor.
Cyclones head to championship
BY  ZANE.DOUGLAS
@iowastatedaily.com
Iowa State basketball hits rock bottom at WVU
BY NOAH ROHLFING
@iowastatedaily.com
Wrestlers 
prepare to 
compete with 
the Big 12
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Five different stores will be 
boasting discounts for CyDay 
Friday’s Spring Sale for students 
who show their Student IDs on 
Friday.
Barefoot Campus Outfitters 
is offering a 25 percent discount, 
Dogtown University is offer-
ing 35 percent off of new mer-
chandise, Campustown Spirit is 
offering a 25 percent discount, 
Intensitee is offering a 35 per-
cent discount and the ISU Book 
Store is offering a deal where 
products can be merchandised 
together at the front of the store 
for deals of $1, $5, $10 and $20.
As part of their campaign, 
President Julian Neely and Vice 
President Juan Bibiloni planned 
to have a Black Friday-esque 
sale for students to be able to 
get Cyclone merchandise and 
apparel at an affordable price. 
I n  c o o r d i n a t i o n  w i t h  a 
pre-existing program from the 
Trademark Licensing Office, 
they intended to sponsor and 
promote one day.
“We noticed that many stu-
dents didn’t have the ability to 
afford Iowa State merchandise 
and show their pride of being a 
Cyclone,” Bibiloni said.
CyDay Friday was originally 
intended to happen once, but 
Bibiloni said the stores that 
participated were so happy with 
their sale margins and new cus-
tomers, they suggested another 
CyDay Friday.
“We never expected to have 
such a big interest in it, but it 
was a success,” Bibiloni said. 
“Right now, we have even better 
deals [than the last sale]. Some 
retailers kept their very high 
sale margins and some increased 
them.”
Bibiloni said that the ISU 
Book Store wanted to do another 
CyDay Friday last semester, 
and as described the effect of 
CyDay Friday as a win-win-win 
situation.
“It’s been a good collaboration 
between the University, and their 
programs that already exist, and 
Student Government as well as 
the city of Ames,” Bibiloni said.
Let’s ‘talk’ dating apps
COURTESY OF CHRIS LEWELLEN 
”Welch South” to be mimicked after Iowa 
State’s Welch Avenue during the Big 12 
men’s basketball tournament.
BY JULIA.MEEHAN
@iowastatedaily.com
A piece of 
Ames brought 
to Waldo 
Neighborhood
SARAH HENRY/ ISD
Barefoot, located on Lincoln 
Way, sells game day apparel and 
spirit wear.
Second CyDay Friday offers deals
BY MADELYN.OSTENDORF
@iowastatedaily.com
BY VICTORIA.REYNA-RODRIGUEZ
@iowastatedaily.com
Editor’s note: This is part four in our weekly series 
called “The Talk,” where we explore topics of a sensi-
tive nature relating to sex and culture.
Tinder, Grindr, Bumble and Match.com; just 
a few of the many dating apps that bring people 
together, whether it be for a night or longer, but 
how are they affecting the people using them?
According to BBC News, one of the most 
popular dating apps, Tinder, launched in 2012 
and two years later was registering over a billion 
“swipes” a day. These apps are being used all over 
the world, including here at Iowa State.
Samuel Bruner, freshman in pre-business, 
shared his experiences with dating apps.
“I’ve made relationships both romantically 
and friendly,” Bruner said. “A few of them lasted 
for a week, some I still talk to over a year later. 
The positive relationships strongly outweigh the 
negative ones.”
For many, dating apps offer a place to start 
when they are seeking a new relationship, but 
don’t know where or how to find one. It’s as easy 
as downloading an app, writing a quick biogra-
phy and throwing in your best selfies. 
“Dating apps are a great way to meet new 
people, and ultimately benefit society… I think 
everyone should give it a try, dating apps work and 
even if you’re not looking for anything serious you 
can find someone out there for you,” Bruner said.
Dating apps bring people together who would 
have otherwise never had a reason to meet. There 
are even a variety of dating apps for people with 
specific interests, whether it be Farmers Only or 
Christian Mingle, there’s bound to be a site for you.
“I think dating apps have the possibility of 
bringing people together who are less comfort-
able with casual conversation or in person com-
munication, and that means there are more ave-
nues for more people to find romance, love, sex or 
whatever it is they’re looking for,” said Michael 
Goebel, lecturer in women and genders studies. 
“However, we have to see the other side of this, 
too. These apps have the potential to dehumanize 
people, depict them as objects, and turn relation-
ships/dating/sex into commodity exchanges.”
Goebel made a key point that these apps can 
quickly become an unhealthy source of validation 
for many, and can even negatively affect those 
who don’t receive as many positive reactions and 
responses to their profiles as they would like.
“On tinder people are judged by how they 
look and how they portray their photos,” 
said Kenneth Scott Bredehoft, a freshman in 
pre-business. “I think for a lot of guys it can ruin 
their self-image if they don’t get it right because 
they won’t get many matches.”
A harmful event that can happen on dating 
apps is “catfishing.” Catfishing is when someone 
creates a fake identity for themselves, whether 
that be by using pictures of someone other than 
themselves, or falsely depicting themselves 
through a made-up persona.
“There are a lot of disingenuous people out 
there who can tailor profiles that don’t actually 
convey who they are,” Goebel said. “It’s really 
hard to start a meaningful connection if you are 
unsure whether you are talking to the real person 
or the fiction they created to be more likable, 
datable, exciting on a profile.”
There are many dangers that come along with 
all social media, and it is important to always be 
looking out for yourself. Tinder provides a dating 
safety guide in which they give advice for having 
the safest Tinder experience.
Tinder recommends to get to know the other 
person, always meet and stay in public places, 
tell friends and family of your plans, transport 
yourself to and from the meeting and stay sober.
“Most of the experiences have been positive,” 
Bredehoft said. “I’ve met a lot of friends and gone 
on a few dates since I started using dating apps. 
The best was when I met a girl who had been 
cheated on recently just like me and we con-
nected a lot because of our experiences.”
Bruner has had positive engagements on 
dating apps and said that they were a place for 
him to meet new people here at Iowa State and 
gained not only romantic relationships, but also 
companions.
“Friends just looking for someone to talk to 
or feeling lonely in a big place far away from 
home,” Bruner said.
Although they may always have a stigma or 
negative connotation, dating apps can benefit 
those seeking something new and different in 
their lives.
“I think for those people who are honest and 
put into an app a real version of who they are... 
it has the potential to raise self-esteem and rein-
force the idea that there is that ‘someone’ out 
there,” Goebel said.
At this year’s Big 12 men’s basketball 
tournament, Waldo neighborhood in 
Kansas City, MO will be rechristening 
a two-block stretch of Wornall Road as 
“Welch South” after Iowa State’s nightlife 
scene, Welch Avenue.
As said in the press release, Iowa State 
fans are known to travel during this time 
of the year, particularly for the tournament. 
During the Big 12 men’s basketball tour-
nament, Iowa State fans will find a second 
home in Kansas City, Missouri. To many 
Cyclone fans they recall it as the Hilton 
South. Because of this, the Waldo neigh-
borhood would like to make this experience 
feel like home by creating a look alike of 
Welch Avenue for all Cyclones making 
the trip.
While visiting this location on March 13 
through 14, fans will discover drink specials 
dedicated to the traditions of Iowa State. 
Such as, The Bloody MAYOR-Y, which 
is devoted to the former Cyclone basket-
ball player and coach, Fred Hoiberg, also 
known as, the Mayor of Ames. Cyclone 
fans can also look forward to big discounts 
on Busch Light.
“Unlike San Antonio, I guarantee we 
will never run out of Busch Light,” said 
Chris Lewellen, “Welch South” Bar & Grill 
Owner in a press release.
The Waldo neighborhood is located 
near other unique local areas such as the 
Westport bar district which is a few blocks 
north of “Welch South.” The Westport bar 
district offers bars, restaurants, entertain-
ment and shopping for visitors. Cyclone 
fans can make swift drives from one desti-
nation to next on game-day.
Lewellen owns two bar and grills, Lew’s 
and The Well, which can be found at either 
end of “Welch South” and are known to 
have plenty of seating, as well as a service 
and family-oriented atmosphere.
The two full-service restaurants are 
opening their doors and hearts to alumni 
and families with children and under aged 
students to dine while watching a game, 
and still having the excitement of game day.
“Sometimes you need a break from the 
shoulder to shoulder, hours of standing 
thing,” Lewellen said. “We’re planning for 
a big crowd, so we’ll have a lot of seats and 
tables and an incredible wait staff that is 
used to large crowds.”
Cyclone fans traveling south to witness 
some road wins in Kansas City, have the 
opportunity to gain an experience different 
from past years tournaments with a piece 
of Ames hours away.
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Iowa State University plans to submit a Notice of Intent to the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources to be covered under the NPDES 
General Permit No. 2 “Storm Water Discharge Associated with 
Industrial Activity for Construction Activities”.
The storm water discharge will be from the construction of Parking 
Lots 2019 – Pavement Preservation – Asphalt project on the Iowa 
State University Central Campus, Ames, Iowa, 50011, located in 
NW/SW ¼ of Section 4, Township 83 North, Range 24 West, Story 
County. 
Storm water will discharge from multiple point sources before 
entering Squaw Creek.
Comments may be submitted to the Storm Water Discharge 
Coordinator, Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 
Environmental Protection Division, 502 E. 9th Street, Des Moines, 
IA 50319-0034.  The public may review the Notice of Intent from 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the above address 
after it has been received by the Department.
PUBLIC NOTICE OF
STORM WATER DISCHARGE
Iowa State University plans to submit a Notice of Intent to the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources to be covered under the NPDES 
General Permit No. 2 “Storm Water Discharge Associated with 
Industrial Activity for Construction Activities”.
The storm water discharge will be from the Utilities – Iowa State 
Center – Steam Supply Replacement project located in the NW ¼ 
of Section 10, Township 83 North, Range 24 West, Story County. 
Storm water will discharge from multiple point sources and will be 
discharged before entering Squaw Creek.
Comments may be submitted to the Storm Water Discharge 
Coordinator, Iowa Department of Natural Resources, 
Environmental Protection Division, 502 E. 9th Street, Des Moines, 
IA 50319-0034.  The public may review the Notice of Intent from 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the above address 
after it has been received by the Department.
PUBLIC NOTICE OF
STORM WATER DISCHARGE
NEWS
like you, it becomes discouraging.”
Because of Schmittmann’s experience 
being in the underrepresented group, she 
can recognize the importance of days like 
International Women’s Day.
“International Women’s Day is important 
because it offers a moment for us to pause, 
reflect, look at where we’ve been as women, 
how far we’ve come, and where we want to 
go.”
Aziza Cyamani is a graduate student 
in Industr ia l  Design and Sustainable 
Environments, who came to Iowa State 
from Rowanda for graduate school. Cyamani 
is involved with the YWCA on campus as 
well as the Ames International Women’s 
Day Coalition. She calls her experience as 
a female at Iowa State positive as well as a 
learning experience.
“I’ve loved being involved and engaged in 
conversations about equality at Iowa State,” 
Cyamani said. “International Women’s Day 
is not a day for women, it’s a day for equality. 
It’s a day for everyone.”
Cyamani says that International Women’s 
Day is important because it starts a dialogue 
and shows people the work that still can be 
done.
“Everyone can do something,” Cyamani 
said. “If you’re a man, show up and listen. If 
you’re a woman, vote, participate somehow. 
Talking about it is great, but taking action 
is better.”
Through Cyamani’s work with the YWCA 
and the Ames IWDC, she has helped 
organize several events in celebration of 
International Women’s Day. Friday at the 
Ames Public Library will be a panel discus-
sion on increasing representation of women 
in politics, where they will open a time-cap-
sule from the 2014 IWDC.
The slogan for this year’s International 
Women’s Day campaign is, “Better Balanced.” 
A theme the Organization for International 
Women’s Day said they chose to promote the 
idea that International Women’s Day is for 
men and women.
‘Everyone has a part to play, all of the time, 
everywhere,” according to the Organization 
for International Women’s Day.
The Organization for International 
Women’s Day also does work to promote 
their campaign all year long, not just March 
8th.
“The race is on for a gender-balanced 
boardroom, a gender-balanced government, 
gender-balanced media coverage, a gen-
der-balance of employees, more gender-bal-
ance in wealth, gender-balanced sports cov-
erage,” according to the Organization for 
International Women’s Day. “Gender balance 
is essential for economies and communities 
to thrive. Every day, not just March 8.”
tends to fall on the lower rung of that,” 
Kananen said.
Kananen said finding the asexual 
community on campus was extremely 
hard and took digging to even find one 
other asexual identifying person on 
campus until they created the Asexual 
Aromantic Alliance three years ago.
There are serious problems asexual 
aromantic individuals face such as cor-
rective rape or stigmatization, and these 
problems could be happening at Iowa 
State.
“My freshman year, a friend of mine 
took me to a dorm room filled with guys 
and announced what she called “my little 
secret” and tried to convince them that I 
needed to be “fixed,” but luckily the guys 
weren’t bad individuals and nothing hap-
pened, it could have been much worse,” 
Kananen said.
Corrective or homophobic rape is 
when someone is raped because of their 
perceived sexual orientation or gender 
identity in an attempt to “cure” or “fix” 
the victim.
“People get raped for being ace [asex-
ual] and it ’s a big concern in the ace 
community,” Kananen said.
Dearborn said because sex is so nor-
malized within society, the asexual aro-
mantic community is often stigmatized 
as “not normal” or as outsiders, even 
within the LGBTQIA+ community.
“I have been called a robot, a psycho-
path, a flower, a bacteria,” Kananen said.
Kananen also talked about how people 
outside the asexual community may 
assume that because they don’t feel 
sexual attraction to someone they can’t 
see that someone is attractive.
“It’s like a sunset, I can see when some-
thing is beautiful but it doesn’t mean I 
want to have sex with it,” Kananen said.
When looking at ways to make the 
asexual aromantic community feel more 
welcome at Iowa State, Dearborn sug-
gested normalizing the fact that there are 
people who identify outside the binary 
such as on forms that require sexual ori-
entation by using a fill in the blank box 
instead of multiple choice check boxes.
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COURTESY OF PIXABAY 
International Women’s Day is a day meant to promote equality between all community and is celebrated yearly on March 8.
COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA
The asexual flags colors stand for asexuality, the gray area between sexuality, sexuality and community.
